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TKTS TIMES SQUARE, New York, USA

OLSO OPERA HOUSE, Norway

BALLAST POINT PARK, Sydney, Australia

GREEN SQUARE COMMUNITY HUB, Australia

BUSAN OPERA HOUSE, South Korea

NATIONAL GALLERY OF AUSTRALIA, Canberra, Australia
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Team Leader | Site Design | Living Art Centre Architect
www.chrofi.com

New Art Museum & Floating Island Architect
www.snoarc.no
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www.mcgregorcoxall.com
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SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE, Australia

POSTOPOLIS!

MIAMI MARKETTA!

GARDENS BY THE BAY, Singapore

COMMUNICATION

GOLDCOAST CREATIVE PRECINCT

ARUP

DAN HILL + FABRICA

RABBIT+COCOON

Engineering | Sustainability | Digital Strategy
www.arup.com

Cultural Strategy
www.cityofsound.com, www.fabrica.it

Creative Industries Advisor
www.rabbitandcocoon.com
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Experience begins here.

Open up view to the site from a city vantage point.
Clear view obstruction and introduce site landmark.

$1.1B Light Rail
$2M Transit Centre
Bruce Bishop Carpark. Capacity of expansion.
$7M Cavill Ave Upgrade

Begin the Experience where the People Are

Visually Connect the Site to the City

Feed Off Investments that You have Already Made

Un-icon We have to move deliberately and carefully against the idea of “the icon”. While the
site needs signature buildings to work as enablers for a wider strategy, we need to think more in
terms of urbanism than building (recognising that they are symbiotically linked, of course.) We
don’t make cities in order to make buildings or infrastructure. We make cities in order to create
culture, commerce, community, conviviality, or the idea of the city itself. This takes buildings
and infrastructure, yes, but these are secondary drivers. Our project will focus on enabling
primary drivers too. So how can we use buildings to help generate identity and possibility, yet
focus also on the ground than just the figure? To see the building not as the goal, or an end
in itself - the icon - but simply as a necessary and powerful ingredient in a more extensive
recipe? What other identities might the scheme have, beyond the building, that provide the rich
symbolic heft of an icon? In other words, what are the white headphones to the building’s iPod?
What is its iTunes? What’s its wider ecosystem of media industries, commercial models, cultural
production, protocols, legislation, interfaces, marketing campaigns, idioms and new habits? All
of these, collectively made the iPod the iconic cultural success and this same broad based
thinking will make Goldie a new driver for the Gold Coast. Un-building We can look at this
thinking in three ways. Firstly, Un-building as what the building enables rather than what the
building is. We should challenge the traditional view of the architecture as solely physical form
and experience. It is a generative platform and transformative tool in shaping our way of being
in the world. It is a way of looking at architecture as a medium to seed possibilities and shift our
social, cultural, ecological relationships to a more productive and valuable state. Secondly, Unbuilding as a design approach of strategic deconstruction. The site has significant areas that
are already occupied with buildings, hardscape and infrastructure. Rather than approaching
the design as a process of erasure and new design, we would develop the design through a
subtractive process maximising the latent value already present on the site. Thirdly, Un-building
as beyond buildings. So what can we make that is not a building? Using simple tools such
as social media, financial incentives, leasing structures, events, engagement strategies, post-

institutional bodies, networked organisations, data protocols, markets, workshops, we can
nurture the life between buildings, as well as the life inside them. We can design a supporting
infrastructure that nurtures creative activity specifically (commercial and otherwise) - not simply
the secondary infrastructures of mobility, energy and waste, but more directly for communication,
creativity, commerce, community. We need to reduce the cost of innovation, of experimentation,
to position this space as a place to come to create culture, as well as consume it.
Blur the
timeline Typically, city life only starts when design projects finish, after the project team has long
gone home. How can we start up Goldie before, during and after the design project? How do
we avoid the usual decade-long wait for a cultural precinct to feel lively? The answers to this will
come from making malleable, hackable spaces, at small approachable scale fit for prototyping,
and overlaying them with welcome leasing arrangements, to creating multi-functional spaces
like co-working centres. Gold Coast already has the first seeds in place with Rabbit and Cocoon
where three citizens banded together to fill a bunch of under-used warehouses with local artists,
designers, musicians, film-makers, writers, fashion designers and entrepreneurs. These fine
grain spaces with flexible lease arrangements suitable for transient and temporary use are
key to any successful cultural precinct. What kind of leasing and other financial structures can
we create to enable the precinct to fly from day one, and building capacity over time, both
on-site and throughout the city? Can Goldie export its financial models as well as its cultural
entrepreneurs? Is it possible to distinctively brand Goldie’s new activity such that you encounter
its spin-offs in Nerang and Southport? Co-working spaces are essential to providing a lowrisk space for entrepreneurs to start-up, and then supported by a carefully graded series of
larger possibilities across Goldie.
Blur the red line We must blur the red line around the
site, not simply as a spatial strategy to deal with access issues, but by thinking about what
can the precinct do for the city? The project will be a generator, an incubator, whose “job” is to
initiate and nurture creative start-ups distributed widely across the Gold Coast. A key metric for
the project will be the amount of cultural and economic activity generated outside of the site’s

boundary. Its impact, if done well, will be elsewhere — global even, but certainly local to the city
and the coast, outside of the site’s invisible boundary. No citizen sees the city in terms of such
sharp boundaries; while cities are understood as slowly drifting series of spaces of difference,
these mental boundaries are defined by ephemeral and transient conditions like memory and
culture, rather than the lines on plans or the invisible constraints of building codes and zoning.
How can we avoid restricting the potential of the site to these unseen and arbitrary lines on a
drawing? How might we draw, and so understand, its possible wider influence? We will also
look to blur the line between cultural production and consumption, creating opportunities for
both with careful intent. So we focus on cultural production, artistic to entrepreneurial, as much
as consumption - genuine arts centres are places that produce culture as much as display it.
This has a distinct impact on the spaces required, such that they offer the right “affordances”
for creative industries to emerge — a tighter, smaller distributed set of hollows and insertions,
clustered in dense yet porous pockets peppered across the site. They provide sharp contrast
to the larger boxes required for display, in the arts centres, yet there are clear paths from one
to the other. Artist of the floating world The Gold Coast is an opportunistic remix of land
and water, and Goldie’s position, and the strategy of blurring above, means we need to mix
it further again, to blur the edge of the water with built structures and water-borne transit, as
well as using the water as a canvas for digital artworks at night. What can we learn from the
South East Asian floating markets to the north? There is potential for the edge structures to
expand and contract in line with demand, and be intrinsically capable of handling floods. The
water edge is a shifting, living phenomena that calls for an attitude of ‘negotiation’ rather than
unilateral control. Goldie Fantasy Fantasy sits at the foundations to all great ideas and in
turn culture. All leaps in imagination whether they are in lifestyle, commerce, science or art can
seem to be a fantasy in the beginning but some of these actually become the game changers
and add transformative new dimensions to our culture. This spirit of fantasy that has fueled the
hedonistic dreams of this city can also be harnessed to add new layers to its culture.
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Art Park Departure Lounge
The experience begins here imbedded in
the flow of the city.
Coach and taxi drop-off.

Grand Promenade
City views, shaded seating,
Food stalls, ice creams, buskers and
roller skate hire.

Tourism Centre & Precinct Office
Visitors information, event booking and
High level connection from The Big ‘O’.

Creative Industries Hub
The shell of former civic chambers reinvented as low rent creative space.

Floating Island Ferry
Imagine the possibilities.

Living Arts Centre
Born from the rubbings of the existing
wrapped with the new.
High level connections from The Big ‘O’.

Artscape Enchanted Gardens
Alluring hybrids seeded from existing
structures, subtropical lushness meets
garage art.

Centre for Urban Ecology
Opportunity for future program
to plug onto The Big ‘O’

Promontory Landmark
New Arts Museum thrusting towards
the city, James Bond style arrival
and Headland Park

The Big ‘O’
Above and below fun ride thru the fantasy
worlds and vistas beyond.

The Cultural Colosseum
Where the city comes to celebrate.
Play beach and Integrated flood response.
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“

They indulged in the fantasy without thinking how
silly it was. That’s what I liked about the Gold Coast,
the blossoming of all these different fantasies, how
they all merged together, got mixed up and became
strange new hybrids.”
Novelist, Matthew Condon, In A Night at the Pink Poodle (1995:41)
THE CULTURAL COLOSSEUM

FLOATING ISLAND FERRY

Enchanted Gardens and Garage Art

THE BIG ‘O’
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Fantasy sits at the foundation to all great ideas and in turn culture.

Welcome to Goldie.
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